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Brass Jug With Lips

Copper Items - Copper Jug
With Lips 

Quality in performance and presentation Special quality of construction Completely Handmade product 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Price with discount 

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Mediterranean-art, a distinguished purveyor of traditional Greek products, stands as a beacon of craftsmanship, specializing in handmade
copper items that encompass Kitchen Ware, Decorative Items, and accessories for both kitchen and coffee, as well as bespoke copper items
designed for bars and fireplaces. Embracing the essence of Greek heritage, the brand is synonymous with quality, authenticity, and a
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commitment to preserving age-old artisanal techniques.

One standout product in their collection is the Jug With Lips, a testament to Mediterranean-art's dedication to quality performance and
presentation. This elegantly crafted jug not only showcases exceptional functionality but also adds a touch of sophistication to any setting. The
special quality of construction is evident in the meticulous details, from the ergonomically designed lips for easy pouring to the overall aesthetic
appeal that enhances the presentation of beverages.

Every Jug With Lips from Mediterranean-art is a masterpiece, meticulously handcrafted by skilled artisans. This commitment to handmade
construction ensures that each piece is unique, contributing to the brand's ethos of individuality and excellence. Whether adorning a dining
table, enhancing a bar setup, or being a focal point in a decorative ensemble, this jug seamlessly blends functionality with artistry.

The quality in performance is evident as the jug not only serves its practical purpose but also elevates the overall experience of enjoying
beverages. Mediterranean-art's dedication to creating completely handmade products ensures that each jug tells a story of craftsmanship,
tradition, and timeless elegance.

Choose Mediterranean-art for an unparalleled experience with handmade Greek products, where each piece is a testament to the brand's
commitment to quality, presentation, and the artistry of traditional Greek craftsmanship.

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Product Code 5149

  

Height : 16,5cm   Diameter : 10cm
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Product Code 5150

  

Height : 19cm   Diameter : 12,5cm
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